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2. Challenges on modelling design processes 
During the last decade, DP modelling has been transformed quite radically from the simple objective 
of describing a process in order to understand it or rationalize it, towards the objective of providing 
practical support during the execution of the DP itself, by predicting the future behaviour, given 
uncertainty and unpredictable changes. In this way, along with a great maturity on DP modelling, such 
tools like CPM and PERT are no longer considered to be usable, due to the iterative nature of DPs 
[Pahl and Beitz 2003]. From a project management perspective, it is recognized that DP are activity 
networks with iterations, and methods such as queuing models, IDEF and DSM are therefore 
preferable [Browning et al. 2006]. However, while these models are fairly accessible and able to 
represent very large processes, they suffer from industry-dependency, as it is difficult to restructure the 
model for other process types; in the case of activity DSM [Browning 2001], interpreting the model is 
also an obstacle that can limit its applicability (for review of frameworks, see [Browning and 
Ramasesh 2007]). A number of discrete-event approaches such as Petri-nets and BPM have been 
introduced with the purpose of modelling and management of the workflow and for which many 
software tools have been developed [Browning et al. 2006]. However, there appears to be an issue 
with the maintainability of these approaches, especially for complex systems. Hence, several recent 
researchers have attempted to improve these models [Karniel and Reich 2011]. 
Nonetheless, by looking inside the specifications of each model, it is indeed difficult to cope with all 
the challenges facing DPs through a generic framework. Some of them, like System Dynamics and 
Queuing models, are more flexible and updatable [Wynn 2007], but their high level of abstraction 
does not allow them to deal with different levels of uncertainty. The opposite holds for more detailed 
models, like Petri-nets and activity DSMs [Karniel and Reich 2011]. Among the aforementioned 
proposed DP models, dynamic task models like Adaptive Test Process [Levardy and Browning 2009] 
and Signposting [Clarkson and Hamilton 2000] are widely considered to fit the requirements in 
dealing with uncertainty and information richness, thanks to their dynamic detailed construction. 
However, lack of applicability to large-size problems and their industry-dependent structure are also 
viewed as a constraint to the diffusion of these tools, in spite of several extensions to the original 
Signposting method [Keller et al. 2006]. Therefore, there still is an issue to come up with a support for 
DP that is able to efficiently apply to dynamic large-size processes. 
Apart from level of granularity, maintainability and applicability, level of connectivity (interactions) is 
a critical issue in modelling complex DPs, and is involved as a source of uncertainty in a wide range of 
approaches. While some of these models were successful in mapping multiple levels and sources of 
dependency between product components [Flanagan 2006], [Danilovic and Browning 2007], [Romero 
et al. 2008], they lack capturing the interactions and negotiation between people involved in the 
process. On the other side, from a social network perspective, dependency between actors was a major 
contribution in such a frameworks like agent-based models and IDEF series [Kim et al. 2003], [Wang 
et al. 2009]. Since mapping the level of interaction has a direct effect on complexity of DP, this is 
nonetheless challenging a structured methodology to deal with direct/indirect types of interactions 
from both viewpoints of product components and actors (e.g. designers). 

3. Baseline on developing a support for DP 

3.1 DP as social network 
The social aspect of DP can be stemmed from the term actor-network idea, which is involved socio-
technical process of negotiation [Walsham 1997]. It means a network of actors with interactions and 
negotiation among themselves. These interactions not only affect complexity of DP, they also can 
influence the execution of other process activities. Hence, this is of particular importance to find the 
best fit of actors based on their negotiation power and position within social network. Furthermore, an 
actor-network consists of and links together both technical and non-technical elements [Walsham 
1997]. Technical elements are those activities in relation to product components, and should be 
considered together with non-technical elements, which are related to actor behaviour, due to their 
reciprocal influences, i.e. a simple design task implements in various processing times with various 
usage of resources, by different actors (whom) and different ways (how). 
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From social network theory, an actor is a social entity, a person or an organization that is able to act on 
or exert influence on a decision, either directly or indirectly [Walsham 1997]. In the context of this 
paper, actor refers to any kind of audience involved in DP (e.g. designer, engineer, specialist, 
manager). Moreover, in the proposed model, actors are assigned through their qualifier confidence 
level (in signposting system), while this procedure can be supported by a selection policy based on an 
actor analysis tool like MASAM [Chea and Bui 2004] and DANA [Hermans et al. 2012]. The benefits 
for this conjunction are twofold: First, provides better adaptation in dealing with uncertainty of people 
interaction and negotiation, and second, enriches actor selection policy, since actor qualification 
decision (based on input qualifiers data) is supported by actor analysis tool during process, and 
facilitate the actor assessment procedure. This subject will be later explained in section 4. 

3.2 Signposting system and its evolution 
Given the discussion in the previous section 2, we have decided to build on the Signposting 
methodology rather than attempting to develop a new approach from scratch. In fact, besides being a 
widely known and tested methodology, Signposting lends itself quite well to being extended from its 
current focus on activities to our intended focus on designers in charge of the same. In order to explain 
the type of extension we are proposing, the following discussion will provide the way with which 
Signposting has evolved over the last years. 
Structurally, Signposting is a kind of dynamic task-based models of DPs, aiming to outcome a 
sophisticated sequence of activities based on their information input and output characteristics. This is 
done through the concept of “current confidence” for a set of tasks, as an indicator of parameter state, 
and in which output parameters of a “source task” are used as the inputs for “sink tasks”. The original 
Signposting was developed by the Cambridge University EDC as a response to the challenge of 
modelling helicopter rotor blade design at Westland [Hamilton et al. 1997]. The main goal was to 
address “what to do next?”, providing guidance for designers that was done by color-coding tasks 
based on four contextual levels of confidence [Clarkson and Hamilton 2000]. Due to the potential 
confusion on choosing tasks at any point of the process, given the high risk of rework between 
possible tasks, an improvement was carried out by Melo [Melo and Clarkson 2001] by defining an 
optimum task ordering. This was carried out by selecting the most appropriate option by means of 
Markov chain analysis, with emphasis on the whole route of process instead of only the next task. In 
parallel to the model developed by Melo, Jarrett [Jarrett and Clarkson 2001] applied Signposting on 
conceptual design of jet engines, integrating the functionality of Signposting with industrial design 
tools. In this paper, the concept of confidence improved by identifying a “confidence matrix” that 
could dynamically be updated at any instant of the DP. 
In order to make Signposting applicable to real cases, an “Extended Signposting” was proposed by 
O’Donovan [2004]. The author attempted to add detailed features to the model, and specifically multi-
class resource constraints and in-process learning through parameter evolution. As the complement to 
what Melo proposed on parameters mapping [Melo and Clarkson 2001], in Extended Signposting, 
modelling non-Markov processes allowed by dedicating numerical levels to parameters that enables 
model to consider all types of real-life parameters. Moreover, in comparison to previous versions, 
Extended Signposting could capture multiple possible outputs with different degrees of success, and 
also estimate the impact of different inputs on possible outputs. Nonetheless, this research was later 
criticized by Flanagan [2006] who highlighted two drawbacks of previous work with specific attention 
on modelling dependencies and parallel tasks. The core of model was dealing with project planning 
and representation through investigating the effect of different sources of uncertainties, process 
properties like scale and connectivity, and the product-process link as interdependencies. 
In order to make Signposting applicable to large-size cases and independently from industry type, 
Wynn [2007] suggested improvements with a focus on elicitation through process modelling and 
simulation and also model representation by understanding various modes of iteration. He used a 
sophisticated hierarchical structure of tasks and parameters as a support to model presentation 
enriched by a user-friendly platform. However, due to information-driven nature of model as a task-
precedence network, the model would be more suited to categorize as DSM tool rather than 
Signposting. Overall, research into Signposting [Wynn 2007] attempted to overtake the problem of 
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negotiation that involves many actors on numerous issues. Established on the MACTOR model [Godet 
2001], MASAM postulates that diverse participants with divergence of interests and powers try to 
influence other participants (actors) through their personal preferences, in a set of issues. Of crucial 
importance in MASAM algorithm is the relationship between actors and issues that should be 
evaluated to reach the ultimate goal of analysis tool, and this would be derived from a set of four 
matrices: position, salience, clout, and influence. In the context of this paper, we aim to identify the 
position and negotiation power of each actor as the outcomes of algorithm. This information helps us 
to rank actors and assign the corresponding and qualified task(s) to each. Besides, since MASAM 
algorithm also supports issue analysis, it can open out a structured assessment of actor input qualifiers, 
helping us to identify the best fit(s) of actor-task as the final outcome. 

5. Conclusive remarks and future directions 
The paper has presented the opportunity and potential basis for an extension to the well-known and 
widely accepted Signposting method. Given a DP as a sequence of tasks, focuses shifted from tasks to 
actors in this work, by highlighting the mutual relationships between designers and their reciprocal 
influences. The aim is to extend the paradigm from management and control of a large amount of 
activities in a complex system to the creation of a set of rule and hints for the actors, by finding out the 
best fit(s) of actor-task in executing the DP. From a practitioner viewpoint, specifications of the model 
should intuitively disseminate satisfactory outcomes with attention on visualization of dynamic 
behavior. Since the requirements of model can affect directly its outcomes, it is highly recommended 
for further research to identify better the requirements of ABS technique. In this paper, an actor 
analysis tool is recommended to integrate with Signposting confidence theory, to deal with uncertainty 
of DP as the result of mutual influences between participants. To our belief, the proposed model has 
potentially the benefit of supporting managers and decision-makers a wide variety of supplementary 
outcomes like such a kind of outputs in relation to the right actors’ selection, their responsibilities, 
their affect on other actors and tasks, the right corresponding tasks to each actor to do, that can be 
further investigated in development phase. 
The paper theoretically attempted to construct a basis for ABS method with focus on functional 
elements of the model, which is supported by an actor analysis tool. In this way, a conceptual 
framework is proposed as an outline to the execution of the model, while further research is needed in 
the near future to come up with development and validation of the proposed method, especially in 
real-life settings. Structurally, model can widely cover any types of audience in relation to DP and 
their direct/indirect influences. To our belief, the integrated and predictive nature of ABS approach 
can support designers with detailed characteristics of DP (multiple dependency, failure modes, 
resource constraint, stochastic durations, etc.) as well as process behavior (learning during process, 
system analysis support, process planning support, etc.). Nonetheless, for practitioners, the satisfactory 
assignment of actor-task would be of more interest. ABS initializes with checking the requirements on 
execution of the process (e.g. available time, resource, budget), while finalizes by checking failure 
modes, with the dynamic exploring of mutual influences in central. The process iteratively continues 
in order to find the best fit(s) of actor-task. Nonetheless, due to important role of social networks on 
DPs, the paper aimed to open an avenue through a new perspective in process modeling, while 
development and validation of the proposed method is remained for further researches. 
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